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Abstract: Early detection of basal stem rot (BSR) disease in oil palm trees is important for the
sustainable production of palm oil in the limited land for plantation in Southeast Asia. However,
previous studies based on satellite and aircraft hyperspectral remote sensing could not discriminate
oil palm trees in the early-stage of the BSR disease from healthy or late-stage trees. In this study,
hyperspectral imaging of oil palm trees from an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and machine learning
using a random forest algorithm were employed for the classification of four infection categories of
the BSR disease: healthy, early-stage, late-stage, and dead trees. A concentric disk segmentation was
applied to tree crown segmentation at the sub-plant scale, and recursive feature elimination was used
for feature selection. The results revealed that the classification performance for the early-stage trees
is maximum at the specific tree crown segments, and only a few spectral bands in the red-edge region
are sufficient to classify the infection categories. These findings will be useful for future UAV-based
multispectral imaging to efficiently cover a wide area of oil palm plantations for the early detection
of BSR disease.

Keywords: oil palm; plant disease; hyperspectral imaging; UAV; machine learning; sustainability

1. Introduction

Elaeis guineensis Jacq. is commonly known as African oil palm and is also simply called
“oil palm”. It is a major species of palm oil crop [1]. Oil palm trees grow up to 20 m in
height and the tree crowns expand to 10 m in diameter. The leaves, which are termed as
fronds, are arranged spirally along the tree trunk. Viewed from above, the fronds extend
radially from the center to the edge of the tree crown. A fresh frond emerges from the top
of the trunk, called a spear. Fruit bunches, each comprising a few thousand individual
fruits, are harvested from the base of fronds all year round. Crude palm oil is extracted
from the mesocarp of the oil palm fruit, which provides a higher oil yield than other oil
crops [2]. Commercial oil palm plantations have an average lifetime of 25 years, of which
21–23 years are productive, with peak oil yields of 12 tons ha−1 year−1 [3].

Palm oil is widely used for frying and is a constituent of food products, detergents,
cosmetics, and biofuels [4]. The global production of palm oil is the largest among vegetable
oils, increasing from 18 million tons in 1998 to 71 million tons in 2018 [5]. Indonesia and
Malaysia are the two main producers of palm oil. Their combined production represents
more than 80% of global production. In these two countries, biophysical suitability for
oil palm in terms of climate, soil, topography, and other factors has resulted in the rapid
expansion of the oil palm planting area in the last two decades. The oil palm harvesting
area increased from 2.4 million ha to 11.3 million ha in Indonesia and from 2.6 million ha
to 5.3 million ha in Malaysia between 1998 and 2018 [6]. However, Indonesia might face
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scarcity of available land for sustainable palm oil production in the next decade, and
Malaysia has already suffered from the scarcity of land resources [7].

Basal stem rot (BSR) disease, caused by the pathogenic fungus Ganoderma boninense,
is one of the most serious diseases affecting the oil palm, especially in Southeast Asia.
BSR disease damages the trunk xylem tissue and interrupts the distribution of water
and nutrients in the tree; hence, the infected tree exhibits a variety of symptoms, such
as yellowing and necrotic leaves, unopened spears, small crowns, and skirt-like crown
shapes [8]. The disease progresses slowly over years in a tree, but its infection spreads
rapidly among neighboring trees, predominantly by airborne spores [9,10]. The yield loss of
oil palm by BSR disease is severe in Indonesia and Malaysia, where trees over 15 years after
planting have a mortality rate of up to 80% [3]. There is still no effective treatment for BSR
disease in the late stages other than the removal of infected trees along with contaminated
soil [11]. Therefore, early detection of infected trees is important not only for reducing
significant economic losses from tree removal but also for sustainable production of palm
oil in the limited land for plantation. However, as the symptoms are not clearly seen in
early-stage trees, it is difficult for farmers to detect the infection by visual inspection until
the late stages.

Remote sensing with optical imaging sensors is useful for the detection of plant
diseases [12]. Many studies have reported the feasibility of optical remote sensing in
detecting BSR disease [13]. Santoso et al. used QuickBird satellite multispectral imagery to
create machine learning models for the classification of BSR disease infection at the plant
scale, and reported that an overall accuracy of 91% using the random forest model [14].
However, it was possible only when oil palm trees showed severe symptoms corresponding
to the late stage. Presumably, the spatial and spectral resolutions of the QuickBird imagery
with a ground sample distance of 2.4 m and spectral band widths of 60–140 nm were
not sufficient for early detection. In addition to satellite remote sensing, aircraft-based
hyperspectral imaging has also been applied to detect BSR disease [15,16]. Although the
spatial and spectral resolutions of the airborne hyperspectral imagery with a ground sample
distance of approximately 1 m and band widths of <10 nm were much higher than those
of the satellite imagery, they could not discriminate early-stage trees with high accuracy.
On the contrary, ground-based hyperspectral measurements at the leaf scale by portable
spectrometers showed good classification performance, even in the early stages [8,17–19].
When overviewing these past studies using optical remote sensing for BSR disease detection,
it is reasonable to assume that certain thresholds of spatial and spectral resolutions exist for
early detection.

In this study, hyperspectral imaging of oil palm trees from an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) was applied for early detection of BSR disease. UAV-based remote sensing has
a higher spatial resolution than satellite and aircraft remote sensing, and larger spatial
coverage than ground-based hyperspectral measurements. In addition, UAV-based remote
sensing has a great advantage over satellite remote sensing in relatively high cloud cover
areas, such as Southeast Asia, particularly during monsoon seasons. It has already been
used for studies on individual tree detection, growth monitoring, and disease monitoring
in oil palm plantations [20–24]. However, few studies addressed UAV-based hyperspectral
imaging for the detection of BSR disease in oil palm trees.

The objectives of this study were: (1) to investigate the spectral features of the BSR
disease-infected oil palm trees at the sub-plant scale; (2) to classify the asymptomatic and
early-/late-stage trees using machine learning algorithm; and (3) to select useful spectral
bands for early detection of the infected trees.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Field Survey

The UAV-based hyperspectral imaging campaign was performed between 7–9 Novem-
ber 2018. The studied site (2◦49′24′′ N, 102◦42′51′′ E) is located in an oil palm plantation
in Segamat district, north of Johor, Malaysia (Figure 1). This plantation is managed by
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the FGV R&D Sdn. Bhd., a research arm of the world’s third largest oil palm plantation
operator. The site is nestled between two farm roads running from northwest to southeast.
Along these roads, another farm road crosses the center of the site. The site has 1113 oil
palm trees planted 13 years ago in an area of 8 ha. The trees were planted in triangular
patterns at approximately 9 m intervals. The planting density of 139 trees ha−1 at this site
is the average for commercial oil palm plantations on flat terrain.
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Figure 1. Location of the studied oil palm plantation site (upper left) and a high spatial resolution
aerial map of the site enclosed by the white dotted line (center). Categories of healthy, early-stage,
late-stage, and dead trees classified by field survey and visual inspection are indicated by green,
yellow, orange, and red circles, respectively.

All the trees in the site were inspected visually by eight experienced staff members for
3 h in the morning of the first day of the campaign on 7 November 2018. When the staff
members found a tree infected by BSR disease, they recorded the geographical information
of the tree. The infected trees were classified into three categories: early-stage, late-stage,
and dead trees (Table 1). The category of dead trees included collapsed trees leaving a
fallen tree or only a tree stump on the ground. Even if a tree was already removed from
the originally planted position, the geographical information of the tree was labeled as a
dead tree.
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Table 1. Number of trees in the site and number of samples in the analysis.

Category Number of Trees Number of Samples

Healthy 10 30
Early-stage 10 47
Late-stage 8 19

Dead 68 303

Separately from hyperspectral imaging, a high spatial resolution aerial map of the
entire site was produced using a red, green, and blue (RGB) color camera on a DJI Phantom
4 Pro quadcopter (SZ DJI Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China). The spatial resolution of
the map was approximately 50 mm. From this high spatial resolution map, asymptomatic
trees that (1) did not show any visible symptoms of the BSR disease and (2) not adjacent to
trees in the categories of early-stage, late-stage, and dead trees were classified manually into
the category of healthy trees. Figure 2 shows an example of tree crown images extracted
from the high spatial resolution map. Even from these images, trees categorized into
late-stage and dead trees were recognized easily by their appearance. However, the healthy
and early-stage trees showed only a slight difference in their appearance.
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Figure 2. Examples of tree crown images extracted from the high spatial resolution aerial map.

2.2. Hyperspectral Imaging and Data Acquisition

A sequential two-dimensional (2D) imager (Genesia Corp., Tokyo, Japan), which
changes spectral bands sequentially using a tunable filter, was used for UAV-based hyper-
spectral imaging. This sequential 2D imager used a liquid crystal tunable filter technology
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for wavelength scanning and a monochrome charge-coupled device image sensor for 2D
imaging. The central wavelength of the spectral bands was sequentially tunable from 460
to 780 nm at a minimum interval of 1 nm with a typical frame rate of 0.5–1 s. The band
width increased linearly from 6 to 23 nm with the wavelength. A diagonal field of view
(FOV) of the imager is 90◦ and each image had 656 × 494 pixels. When a flight altitude was
100 m, the imager covered an area of 160 m × 120 m on the ground with a spatial resolution
of 0.24 m. Detailed specifications of the imager are described elsewhere [25].

The imager was mounted on a DJI Agriculture Series drone with a maximum flight
time of up to 20 min. The UAV and the imager were controlled remotely from a temporary
research base in an open space near the center of the study site, where the takeoff and
landing of the UAV occurred safely. Among the eight flights in the campaign, two flights on
November 7 and six flights on November 8–9 had flight altitudes of 50–60 m and 90–100 m,
respectively (Table 2). These low and high flight altitudes caused the acquired images to
have two different spatial resolution ranges of 0.12–0.14 m and 0.22–0.24 m, respectively.
In each flight, the planned UAV flight route included several waypoints where the UAV
remained motionless for a few minutes to permit sequential imaging, creating a scene of
the hyperspectral imagery above each waypoint. Two adjacent waypoints were arranged to
produce overlap of their scenes by at least 40%. A wavelength scanning of the imager was
operated at 10 nm intervals. Thus, a sequence of 33 spectral bands was acquired within
30–40 s. From several sequences acquired at a waypoint, only the highest quality sequence
was manually selected as a scene of the waypoint. A total of 73 scenes were obtained during
the campaign.

Table 2. List of the flights for UAV-based hyperspectral imaging.

Flight ID Date Local Time Flight Altitude (m) Number of Scenes

F1 7 November 2018 14:44–15:10 50–60 12
F2 7 November 2018 15:33–15:58 50–60 10
F3 8 November 2018 11:45–12:11 90–100 10
F4 8 November 2018 12:32–12:57 90–100 11
F5 8 November 2018 17:03–17:19 90–100 3
F6 8 November 2018 17:50–17:56 90–100 3
F7 9 November 2018 13:14–13:44 90–100 13
F8 9 November 2018 13:50–14:17 90–100 11

Total 73

2.3. Image Processing

The acquired hyperspectral imagery was preprocessed in four steps. In the first step,
digital numbers of the pixels in each image were converted to spectral radiance values by
radiometric correction, whose calibration dataset was obtained separately by a laboratory
experiment using a HELIOS USLR-D12LNMNN uniform light source (Labsphere, Inc.,
North Sutton, NH, USA). In the second step, significant barrel distortion of each image
originating from the wide FOV of the imager was removed by distortion correction, whose
camera calibration parameters were obtained separately by a laboratory experiment with a
chessboard pattern imaging and related algorithms in the OpenCV open-source library [26].
In the third step, misregistration of the sequential images caused by attitude fluctuations
of the UAV during the sequential imaging was corrected by band-to-band registration
using feature-based matching algorithms available from the OpenCV library. In the fourth
step, spectral radiance values of the pixels in each image were converted to spectral
reflectance values using a reflectance reference target, whose spectral reflectance was
measured separately by a portable spectroradiometer ASD FieldSpec 4 (Analytical Spectral
Devices, Inc., Longmont, CO, USA). Detailed methods of image preprocessing are described
elsewhere [25]. The image preprocessing produced a reflectance-based hyperspectral cube
in each scene.
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Individual tree detection is a practical application of remote sensing for forestry and
forest management. Many approaches have been developed for oil palm tree counting
based on image processing [27,28], machine learning [29], and deep learning [30]. However,
in commercial oil palm plantations, mature oil palm trees densely cover the planting area,
and their fronds partially overlap with adjacent trees. Thus, automatic extraction of mature
tree crowns is not easy compared to young tree crowns, which have plenty of space between
them. Moreover, automatic extraction of tree crowns might fail to work for dead trees,
which lose the typical shape of tree crowns. On the contrary, as the fronds of an oil palm
tree extend radially from the center of the tree crown, the center position can be easily
recognized from above. Taking advantage of this feature for individual tree detection, pixels
corresponding to the center positions of individual tree crowns were recorded manually in
each scene. To increase the number of samples extracted from a relatively small number of
trees in this study, each scene was analyzed separately instead of making a single mosaic
of different scenes. A total of 303 samples were extracted from the 73 scenes, including
duplicate counting of the same tree in different scenes (Table 1).

To investigate the reflectance spectra of individual oil palm trees at the sub-plant scale,
concentric disk segmentation was applied to tree crown segmentation. Since the spatial
resolution of the acquired images varies with the flight altitude, the pixel unit distance
between the center positions of two adjacent trees also changes. The mean pixel unit
distance of all the trees in each scene was calculated from their center positions. This value
was utilized as an alternative indicator of the mean crown diameter in the scene. In terms
of the measurable length, the mean crown diameter was approximately 9 m. Figure 3
shows the tree crown segmentation by concentric disks labeled A, B, C, D, and E, with
20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of the mean distance, respectively. As shown in Figure 3,
disk segments D and E of the tree crowns overlapped partially with those of the adjacent
trees. However, segment C and smaller segments of the tree crowns were isolated from
the adjacent trees. The mean reflectance spectra of each segment were calculated from the
hyperspectral cube of the scene.
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Figure 3. Concentric disk segmentation of tree crowns.

2.4. Normalization and Feature Extraction

Although the reflectance spectra of the same concentric disk in the same oil palm
tree should be invariant with the scenes, they varied with the scenes primarily due to
the sky conditions (clouds). As the UAV was not equipped with downwelling irradiance
sensors, the measured spectral radiance was converted to spectral reflectance using the
reflectance reference target. The UAV-based hyperspectral imaging of the target from
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above the temporal research base (Figure 3) was conducted at the beginning of every
flight. However, solar irradiance on tree crowns changes spatially and temporally due
to sky conditions during flight. To investigate the reflectance spectra and use them as a
feature vector in machine learning, the spectral reflectance value was normalized to the
total reflectance, calculated as:

NR(λi) = R(λi)/Σi R(λi), (1)

where NR(λi) and R(λi) are the normalized and original spectral reflectance values, respec-
tively, at the central wavelength λi of the i-th spectral band.

In addition to the normalized reflectance (NR), the simple ratio (SR) and normalized
difference spectral index (NDSI) were also employed as feature vectors. SR and NDSI were
derived from the spectral reflectance values of the two spectral bands, as follows:

SR(λi, λj) = R(λj)/R(λi), (2)

NDSI(λi, λj) = [R(λj) − R(λi)]/[R(λj) + R(λi)], (3)

where R(λi) and R(λj) are the spectral reflectance values of the i-th and j-th spectral bands,
respectively. Note that the normalized and original spectral reflectance values result in
the same values for the SR and NDSI. All combinations of two spectral bands drawn from
33 spectral bands (33C2 = 528) were assigned to SR and NDSI. Instead of using specific
spectral indices, such as the normalized difference vegetation index and photochemical
reflectance index, informative spectral indices can be explored exhaustively using SR and
NDSI. In addition to these three feature vectors, all the features from the three feature
vectors (1089 features in total) were used as feature vectors.

2.5. Classification and Evaluation

A random forest (RF) classification algorithm [31] was employed for supervised
machine learning of the hyperspectral dataset. RF is an ensemble learning method that
builds an ensemble of decision tree classifiers trained from the sub-samples of a training
dataset. RF has been successfully applied to classify hyperspectral dataset in remote
sensing [32]. In this study, the RF algorithm was implemented using the scikit-learn
machine learning library [33] in Python 3.7 [34] with default parameters.

The hyperspectral dataset was divided into five disk segment A, B, C, D, and E,
and the three feature vectors of NR, SR, and NDSI were calculated for each segment.
Each dataset was randomly split into training and test subsets at a ratio of 0.75:0.25, with
equal frequencies of class labels corresponding to the four infection categories of healthy,
early-stage, late-stage, and dead trees. However, the number of minor samples labeled as
late-stage trees was <10% of the number of major samples labeled as dead trees (Table 1). If
a classification model is trained using this imbalanced dataset, the created model would
be strongly biased toward the majority class. To overcome this problem, the synthetic
minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) [35] was applied to the training subset using
the imbalanced-learn library [36]. As a result, the number of training subsets increased to
227 samples per class, which is equal to the training samples in the initial majority class.
In contrast, the test subsets remained highly imbalanced, and the number of test samples
in the minor class were only five. The training and evaluation procedure was repeated
100 times to stabilize the evaluation results against random partitions of the dataset.

The performance of the trained model to predict classes was evaluated using perfor-
mance metrics of precision, recall, F1-score, overall accuracy, and Cohen’s kappa coefficient.
Precision is defined as the number of true positives (TP) divided by the sum of the numbers
of TP and false positives (FP):
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Precision = TP/(TP + FP). (4)

Recall is defined as the number of TP divided by the sum of the number of TP and
false negatives (FN):

Recall = TP/(TP + FN). (5)

The F1-score is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall:

F1-score = 2 · precision · recall/(precision + recall). (6)

In a multinomial classification, the precision, recall, and F1-score are performance metrics
for each class, as in the case of binary classification. On the other hand, the overall accuracy
and Cohen’s kappa coefficient are performance metrics for all classes. The overall accuracy
(OA) is defined as the sum of the number of true positives in each class (TPi) divided by
the total number of samples (Nt):

OA = Σi TPi/Nt. (7)

The Cohen’s kappa coefficient (κ) is calculated by:

κ = (OA − EA)/(1 − EA). (8)

where EA is the expected accuracy, which is defined as the accuracy achieved by a random
classifier, calculated as:

EA =Σi ((TPi + FPi) (TPi + FNi)/Nt
2). (9)

In contrast to the overall accuracy, Cohen’s kappa coefficient considers the imbalance
in class distribution.

2.6. Feature Selection

To select useful spectral bands for the early detection of infected trees, the recursive
feature elimination (RFE) method was applied to feature selection of the hyperspectral
dataset. RFE is a type of wrapper method that uses a machine learning algorithm to find
optimal features [37]. In this study, RF was used as the selection algorithm, and RFE
was implemented using the scikit-learn library. Initially, an RF classification model was
trained on the entire set of features in the training subset, and the importance of each
feature was obtained from the results of the RF classification. Subsequently, backward
feature selection was performed recursively by eliminating the least important features
based on the obtained importance. Finally, the specified number of the optimal features
were selected. The performance of the trained model for the test subset was evaluated at
each selection step, and the feature selection procedure was repeated 100 times to obtain a
stabilized result.

The materials and methods used in this study are summarized in Figure 4.
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3. Results
3.1. Spectral Normalization and Mean Spectra

Figure 5 shows the reflectance spectra of an oil palm tree, which was the most fre-
quently acquired in different scenes (12 scenes). This tree was categorized as a dead tree,
and the reflectance spectra were calculated for the concentric disk segment E. The original
reflectance spectra in Figure 5a varied significantly from scene to scene by a factor of up to
five. These variations were probably caused by changes in sky conditions during the flight.
Figure 5b shows the NR spectra of the same tree, calculated according to Equation (1). In
contrast to the original reflectance spectra, the NR spectra were consistent with each other,
except for small fluctuations on the spectra. This means that the normalization by the total
reflectance in Equation (1) is effective in canceling changes in sky conditions.

Figure 6 shows the mean NR of oil palm tree crowns divided by infection categories.
In the near-infrared region of 750–780 nm, the NR of healthy trees was highest, followed by
early-stage, late-stage, and dead trees. In the blue-to-red (visible) region of 460–680 nm,
the order of infection categories was reversed. The crossing point was located at 720 nm in
the red-edge region of 690–750 nm. In any spectral region, the difference in NR between
healthy and late-stage/dead trees decreased with an increase in segment size from segment
A to segment E, while the difference between healthy and early-stage trees increased with
an increase in segment size. The dispersion of the dataset represented by the standard
deviation was larger in late-stage and dead trees than in healthy and early-stage trees. This
characteristic of the dispersion clearly reflected the variations in tree crown appearance
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in each infection category (Figure 2). The appearances of the healthy and early-stage tree
crowns were slightly different between individual trees, and the appearances of late-stage
and dead tree crowns displayed considerable individual variability.
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3.2. Classification Performance

Figure 7 shows the mean performance metrics of classification models trained by the
three feature vectors of NR, SR, and NDSI, which were defined by Equations (1)–(3), respec-
tively, and all the features of the three feature vectors. Although the three feature vectors
had different ranges of values and different numbers of components, their classification
models showed similar performance metrics. In any feature vector and performance metric,
the infection category of dead trees achieved the highest scores and slightly decreased with
an increase in segment size. The other three categories had relatively low scores, and their
relationships with segment size differed from one another. The scores of the healthy tree
category increased with an increase in segment size, and the scores of the early-stage tree
category had a peak at segment C. The scores of the late-stage tree category decreased with
increasing segment size, in segments larger than segment B.

The classification results of the infection categories are consistent with the characteris-
tics of their NR spectra in Figure 6. The category of dead trees was highly predictable since
its NR spectra was relatively separate from those of the other categories. In the other three
categories, the NR spectra overlapped with each other within their standard deviations.
The increasing scores of the healthy tree category with segment size were caused by the
separation of its NR spectra from that of the early-stage tree category. The NR spectra of the
early-stage tree category were most separated from those of both the healthy and late-stage
tree categories at segment C, resulting in peak scores at segment C. The decreasing scores of
the late-stage tree category in segments C–E can be explained by the decreasing separation
of its NR spectra from those of the healthy/early-stage tree categories with an increase in
segment size.
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Figure 6. Mean normalized reflectance spectra of oil palm tree crowns by infection category in
different segments: (a) Segment A; (b) Segment B; (c) Segment C; (d) Segment D; (e) Segment E. Error
bars present the standard deviation of the corresponding dataset.
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Figure 7. Mean precision, recall, and F1-score of classification models trained by different feature
vectors: (a) NR, (b) SR, (c) NDSI, and (d) all the features.
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Among the performance metrics for each class (precision, recall, and F1-score), recall
is more important for the detection of early-stage trees because the classification model
with a high recall score can minimize false negatives and prevent the spread of BSR disease.
However, in this study there was no significant difference between performance metrics.

Figure 8 shows the overall accuracy and Cohen’s kappa coefficient of classification
models trained by the different feature vectors. Although both of the metrics had similar
characteristics, the Cohen’s kappa coefficient was lower than the overall accuracy because
of the imbalanced test dataset. The feature vectors including the feature vector of all the
features displayed small differences, and attained the highest scores at segment B or C.

Figure 8. Overall accuracy and the Cohen’s kappa coefficient of classification models trained by
different feature vectors.

3.3. Selected Features

Figure 9 shows the overall accuracy variations with number of features selected by RFE.
Starting the feature selection from all the features of the three feature vectors (1089 features
in total), the number of features was reduced to the last feature by the backward feature
selection algorithm of RFE. The feature selection procedure was repeated 100 times. The
overall accuracy in Figure 9 is the mean for 100 repetitions. In any segments, the overall
accuracy decreased gradually with decreased number of selected features, and it decreased
steeply from the last two features to the last feature. Segment C displayed the highest
scores in overall accuracy for more than 10 selected features. Segment B had the highest
scores for the smaller number of selected features.

Figure 9. Overall accuracy variations with number of features selected by RFE. Data for number of
features between 20 and 1089 were omitted.
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Table 3 presents the top three and top 10 features selected by the RFE. The ranking
is the order of times selected for the top 10 features during 100 repetitions. Although all
the top three features were included in the top 10 features, they were not ranked in the
top three of the ten features. Among the top 10 features, SR(690, 750) and SR(700, 730)
were common in all segments. Regarding the feature vectors in the top 10 features, SR was
the most ranked, followed by NDSI and NR. All the top three features were SR, except
for NR(690) in segment A. The top 10 features comprised 7–12 bands, which were used
multiple times in different combinations for SR and NDSI. In segments A and B, the four
top features were composed of a band at 690 nm.

Table 3. Ranking list of the top three (bold) and top 10 features selected by RFE.

Ranking Segment A Segment B Segment C Segment D Segment E

1 SR(690, 730) SR(690, 730) NDSI(590, 780) SR(590, 780) SR(460, 490)
2 NR(690) SR(690, 750) SR(590, 780) NDSI(590, 780) SR(690, 750)
3 NDSI(690, 730) NDSI(690, 730) SR(710, 740) SR(700, 730) SR(710, 730)
4 SR(690, 750) SR(690, 740) SR(690, 750) SR(690, 730) NDSI(710, 730)
5 SR(700, 730) NR(690) SR(540, 750) SR(710, 740) SR(560, 750)
6 NDSI(540, 550) NDSI(660, 750) NDSI(710, 730) SR(560, 750) SR(710, 740)
7 SR(650, 770) SR(660, 750) SR(710, 730) SR(710, 730) NDSI(560, 750)
8 NR(630) SR(710, 740) SR(700, 730) SR(690, 750) SR(700, 730)
9 SR(690, 740) NDSI(690, 740) NDSI(710, 740) NDSI(710, 740) SR(550, 750)

10 SR(590, 620) SR(700, 730) SR(560, 750) NDSI(710, 730) NR(690)

Number of bands used 12 7 11 9 10

4. Discussion

In this study, to investigate the spectral features of BSR disease infection in oil palm
trees, the original spectral reflectance was normalized by the total reflectance. This simple
normalization method was proven to be an effective way to cancel the changes in sky
conditions, as shown in Figure 5. Although small fluctuations still remain in the normalized
spectral reflectance, they can be caused by an instantaneous change in the sky condition
during sequential imaging, swaying of oil palm fronds in the wind, and the effects of the
bidirectional reflectance distribution function. Recently, several different approaches have
been developed for radiometric correction of UAV-based hyperspectral and multispectral
imagery [38]. Radiometric block adjustment [39,40] is one of the most robust approaches
applicable to variable sky conditions. It can produce a uniform mosaic from overlapping
scenes. On the contrary, the normalization method employed in this study aimed at
obtaining only tree crown-averaged spectra for object-based analysis, instead of creating a
uniform mosaic for pixel-based analysis. As this normalization method has the advantage
of directly producing a normalized input dataset for machine learning without using an
onboard irradiance sensor, it would be efficient for early detection of the BSR disease if
applied to a wide area of oil palm plantations.

As a result of classification by machine learning of the hyperspectral datasets divided
into concentric disk segments, the classification performance of the infection categories
varied greatly depending on the segments (Figure 7). The categories of dead and late-stage
trees displayed better scores for performance metrics in the inner and smaller segments.
Classification of these categories in larger segments could be affected by bare soil, un-
derstory vegetation, and adjacent trees, which became dominant ground objects in larger
segments (Figure 2). In fact, the near-infrared reflectance of dead trees in larger segments
was higher than that in smaller segments (Figure 6), suggesting a larger amount of veg-
etation in larger segments. In contrast, the category of healthy trees had better scores in
larger segments, whereas the near-infrared reflectance of healthy trees in larger segments
was lower than that in smaller segments. These findings can be attributed to the gap in
spectral reflectance between the categories of healthy and early-stage trees, which widened
with larger segments. On the other hand, the gap between the categories of early-stage and
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late-stage trees decreased in the larger segments. These complex relationships between the
reflectance spectra of each infection category produced higher performance metrics scores
of early-stage trees at segment B and C, which had a diameter of approximately 3.6 m and
5.4 m, respectively.

Feature selection revealed that the classification model with only three features of
SR(690, 730), SR(690, 750), and SR(690, 740) in segment B provided an overall accuracy
comparable to the score of the model using all the features. The three features consisted
of only four bands at 690, 730, 740, and 750 nm, which belong to the red-edge region
of 690–750 nm. This finding is consistent with the finding of a previous study based on
ground-based hyperspectral measurements that the red-edge region is informative for
BSR disease infection [41]. Spectral reflectance and its slope in the red-edge region are
closely related to light absorption by chlorophyll in the chloroplasts of plants. Thus, they
reflect the amount of chlorophyll, which is usually more abundant in healthy plants than
in diseased or stressed plants [42]. As the width of the red-edge region is approximately
60 nm, a spectral resolution sufficiently higher than the width is required to quantify the
slight difference in the spectral reflectance and the slope in the red-edge region.

These results account for the results of previous studies that did not provide good
performance in the classification of the early-stage infection. The satellite multispectral
remote sensing [14] had the adequate spatial resolution (2.4 m) for the extraction of segment
B from tree crowns. However, its spectral resolution (60–140 nm) was inadequate for
the detailed analysis of the red-edge region to allow for early detection. The aircraft-
based hyperspectral remote sensing [15,16] had the adequately high spectral resolution
(<10 nm) for the investigation of spectral features in the red-edge region. However, the
spatial resolution (~1 m) was too high to conduct pixel-based classification. If object-based
classification was performed using the central portion of tree crowns corresponding to
segment B, the aircraft-based hyperspectral remote sensing could have a positive result for
early detection.

Since this study was conducted on limited samples, it focused on searching for spectral
and spatial characteristics effective for classification, instead of creating a model with higher
performance than previous studies. One of the limitations of this study is that only mature
oil palm trees of the same age were analyzed. Analysis of young oil palm trees with small
tree crowns isolated from adjacent trees requires smaller segment sizes. The advantage of
the concentric disk segmentation developed in this study is its lower computational cost
compared to other image segmentation techniques. However, concentric disk segmentation
cannot be applied to other tree species with a centrally asymmetric tree crown structure. It
is also difficult for this method to detect other plant diseases that cause symptoms only in
certain parts of the tree crown.

As the current operation of UAV-based hyperspectral imaging continues to face many
challenges, such as high instrument cost and large amounts of data, UAV-based multi-
spectral imaging becomes advantageous as it covers a wide area in a short period of time.
The results obtained in this study will help in selecting the optimum spectral bands in
UAV-based multispectral imaging for early detection of BSR disease in oil palm plantations,
thus contributing to the sustainable production of palm oil.

5. Conclusions

This study demonstrates the use of UAV-based hyperspectral imaging and machine
learning classification for the early detection of BSR disease infection in oil palm trees. The
classification performance for the early-stage trees was maximum at specific tree crown
segments where its spectral reflectance was separated from those of both the healthy and the
late-stage trees. The hypothesis about the thresholds of the spatial and spectral resolutions
for early detection was successfully verified by investigating the spectral features at the
sub-plant scale. Only a few spectral bands in the red-edge region were sufficient to
classify the infection stages. This information can be used for band selection in UAV-based
multispectral imaging.
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